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Three SCUBA instructors, who happen to be sexual dominants, are about to take the ultimate

plunge. If you're extraordinarily lucky, you'll be invited to join them on the Divemaster, where work

and pleasure go hand in hand. Welcome aboard! Archer Banks relishes his carefree lifestyle.

Together with friends and fellow divemasters Miguel Torrez and Tosin Ellis, he travels the world,

SCUBA diving by day, entertaining lonely female tourists by night. Until his father dies, instantly

transforming Archer from a beach bum to a billionaire by shackling him with an enormous,

undesired inheritance. With the help of his family's longtime butler, Archer is determined to turn his

new golden handcuffs into a golden opportunity. He prays Miguel and Tosin will come along for the

ride when he repurposes his family's mega-yacht into a vessel well-suited for both work and

hardcore play. Never in his worst nightmares does he expect their maiden voyage to be such rough

sailing. Not only is Archer's old crush, Waverly Adams, among their passengers, but the men have

also stumbled upon a vast sunken treasure-one worth killing for. Waverly surprises Archer with an

alluring naughtiness he never got the chance to experience in their younger days. Busy accepting

the challenge she issues his dominant side in the Divemaster's onboard club every night, he might

be distracted and short on sleep. But could he also be blind to more dangerous facets of her

personality? When the divemasters can no longer deny there's foul play at hand, will Archer be

going down with the ship, cursed by his family's fortune, or will Waverly turn out to be the woman of

his most wicked dreams?
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Wow. It was evident how little the author knows of BDSM. Archer starts out not even knowing what

the equipment is in the room the Butler added to the yacht. The story wasn't bad WITHOUT the

BDSM stuff and then went further off the rails with a treasure hunt and sudden murder. Like we

didn't know who the bad guy was. Real intrigue there. It was also unrealistic like no way does a

crew find treasure in one dive. Arch and Wave make up and get together after years and then the

most ridiculous and WRONG scene happens. A foursome. Really? A guy who professes to be that

in love would share his woman with his two friends? The whole thing was unnecessary and cringe

worthy. I got annoyed and began skimming at 80% and knew the rest of the story was going to be

rushed with some big holes. And it was.

First things first: I received an ARC of Going Deep in exchange for an honest review. Second thing:

I'm a fan of Ms. Rylon's books. However, neither of those things change my review or opinion.I

really like this book and am looking forward to the rest of this series. At first I wasn't sure I was

going to like Archer but as the story progressed and he began to share himself I liked him more and

more.Waverley is a sweetheart, strong and kind, and I was seriously pulling for her and Archer to

overcome the trials they were facing to become a strong couple.The Divemasters as a unit are a

great trio. Although there were a couple of times I wanted to slap Miguel upside the head. The

Divemasters turn into a great example of karma in action. Good works come back twofold.One

touch I really liked was a passing tie to the Men in Blue series. If you haven't read that series (it's a

fabulous series, I highly recommend it) you won't even notice the tie-in and you won't be missing out

on anything or feel lost. It felt more like an "Easter egg" for fans. :)As for grammar/editing, even in

an ARC I didn't notice any problems (of course, I was listening to it at work via text-to-speech so I

may have missed something). It was still wonderful to have a book where the author respects their

readers enough to have their book edited and proofed.All in all, I really enjoyed this book. I enjoyed

the twists and turns, the surprises, and the HEA. I enjoyed the info about diving. I have a deep fear

of the ocean so I'll enjoy it vicariously through this series. Thanks for the wonderful story, Jayne!

I wasn't sure how Jayne was going to make a romantic story about 3 guys and a boat. But she

delivered. Archer has been holding on to a memory fogged by alcohol for over 10 years. He has

been tough on himself and blaming himself for something out of his control. It is all brought to the

surface when his father dies and he inherits billions.One big problem, his two best friends know

nothing about this. They believe he has no family and are in total shock. Then enter his long lost

love as a pilot on his new yacht. The twists are turns run deep in this story. The relationship is even



hotter. I am definitely looking forward to book 2. I am glad I don't have to wait too long for it's

release. I received an advanced reader copy in exchange for my honest review.

The first in a new series, Divemasters, for Jayne Rylon is an education for those who have never

SCUBA before. Going Down begins with Archer Banks finding his life is about to change in ways he

never wanted it to change; the death of his father forces him to acknowledge and correct a lie he

has been living since meeting them. He has been hiding from his past and now has the means to

change everything for those around him, but first he must tell his two closest friends the truth and

hope they will accept what he can now offer.Waverly Adams has known Archer for most of his life;

has crushed on him most of her life; the opportunity to fly the helicopter for the Divemaster is one

she doesn't want to pass on, even if she has to watch Archer with other women. She realises she

must tempt him to see her as she sees him. Their past is part of the secret that Archer has kept

from others and not one he wishes to share, but to make the partnership work, he has to include

that in his confession.Divemasters is a spin off of Jayne Rylon's series Men in Blue in that the final

book of the Men in Blue series, Bound for You, mentions the Divemaster and the foundation that

Archer has set up with his billions.

Terrific romantic suspense set in the Caribbean between a vagabond SCUBA dive master and the

high school sweetheart he hasn't seen in over a decade. Archer's a sexy bad boy with a heart of

gold - totally swoon-worthy - and Waverly is a savvy, sassy military vet. Together they have

combustible chemistry. Add in the suspenseful story line, the tropical setting, and a worthy cast of

supporting characters, and it's a very enjoyable read.

This is a great start to a new series by Jayne Rylon. Ms. Rylon spends the first few chapters setting

the backstory for the series and introduces the "Divemasters"- Archer, Miguel and Tosin. But my

favorite character has to be Banks. The overall theme of this story is face your past- accept your

past- use your past to improve the future. Miguel is up next and I can't way.*I received a gifted ARC

of this story from the author for a honest review*

1st off, Ms. Rylon's character of her hubby is funny. :)As a huge fan of all of Ms. Rylon's books, I

was very interested in how she would make a scuba series work, and I think this one does. Initially, I

had a problem with the pace, but after the first bit, the book started coming together for me. I think

part of this is because I'm so used to the other books being a continuation of series, rather than the



start. (So this falls on me).You will fall for all three major character's, and I seriously hope we find

out a happy ending for Banks by the end of the seriesLooking forward to the next 2 (already

pre-ordered) :)
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